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          Beds

          	Ottoman bed
	The upholstered bed
	Berlin metal bed
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          Sofas
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	Corner sofa
	Chair bed
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        Mattress & topper

        	Mattress


      

                

  



  



            
            
                It's clearance time! Don't miss out -15% on our sofas and chair beds!
                It's clearance time! Don't miss out -15% on our sofas and chair beds!
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    A perfect night's sleep with Bruno

    A perfect night's sleep with Bruno

    Bruno stands for great craftsmanship, combining superior product quality with a pure, timeless design. Thanks to our direct online sales, we can offer you high premium quality at a reasonable price.

    Locally made and handcrafted, tested quality, clear design and fair prices. Convince yourself now and test our bedroom furniture free of charge for 30 days.
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            Configure the sofa bed of your dreams
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            As comfortable as a bed, as practical as a sofa bed and as stylish as a design piece. Discover our versatile sofa.

            Both elegant and practical, the bed will be ready in just 15 seconds.

            Start configuration of your dream sofa here
        

        
  
    

  



    

    
        
            Configure the Ottoman bed of your dreams
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            A prestigious design combined with up to 3.750 pocket springs and top-quality solid wood guarantee a lifetime of quality sleep.

            Box-spring technology and solid wood for a long lasting quality sleep.

            Start configuration of your dream bed here
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    More Bruno products:
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                    The Berlin metal bed
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                    The upholstered bed
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                Our Bruno values: quality, design and sustainability

                Our concept of success is based on the use of sustainable materials and constant innovation. A short supply chain and quality control are important to us. That's why our products are manufactured in Germany and Europe. With an eye for detail, your bedroom furniture is made from natural raw materials.

                About Bruno
            

        

    



  
    

  




    


    Bruno is known from:
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                                                        “Bruno differentiates through excellent branding.“
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                                                        “Splended design with a high functionality.“
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                                                        Over 750 Reviews"very good"! 96% Positive Feedback.
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                                                        “The order portal is very user-friendly, statusupdates and delivery as discussed.“
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                                                        “The fabulous bed-in-a-box mattress boasts softness and comfort.“
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                                                        “The 7-zone support foam further improves the feel and support levels.“

                                                    

                                            

                

                            

        

    




    

  
    Get to know Bruno personally:  
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        Find our other showrooms here.
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                	Frequently asked questions
	Shipping information
	Terms of service
	Showrooms
	Order fabric samples
	Cancellation policy
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